Feeling cooped up?
Solution: Chicken Coop for the Soul

®

America’s favorite chicken coops!

You and your loved ones will create precious
memories from experiencing nature together.
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It’s good for the body. It’s good for the soul.

Unyielding Quality:
We don’t cut corners (our Amish roots won’t let us!). From
materials to assembly, we’re committed to providing only the best.
Low Impact:
We balance affordability with longevity to bring sustainableminded products into the lives of our customers and their flock.
Really EZ, Really Fun:
Everything we do helps chicken-raising families love their birds.
Raising chickens is a passion, not a chore.

Small Coop
(5 birds)

Chicken Coop for the Soul :
®

Medium Coop

Large Coop

(10 birds)

(15 birds)

Soul-enriching benefits:

Built by Amish craftsmen in
Pennsylvania and by Amish-trained
craftsmen in Georgia and Colorado.

1. The kids and grandkids
love being close to nature.

Place dealer label here

2. Backyard chickens bring
life and joy to your home.
3. Healthier eating!
4. Promotes mental health.
5. Make memories that will
last a lifetime.
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Clean, convenient feeding and watering solutions for healthy chickens!

“I've had my coop for about three
years, and it's great! I couldn't ask
for a better building for my flock!”
– T. McConnaughey, FL

Made in
the USA

Chicken Feeder

Chicken Waterer

Dimensions
22 3/4" L X 12 1/2" D X 16 1/4" H

Dimensions
22 3/4" L X 12 1/2" D X 16 1/4" H

•

Holds 50 LBS of feed

•

Holds 12 gallons

•

Indoor and outdoor feeder

•

Indoor and outdoor waterer

•

No waste design

•

Clean water 24 hours a day

•

Feeds chickens 12 weeks
and older for up to 45 days!

•

Eliminates daily maintenance
for up to a month!

“We were so happy
with our first OverEZ
coop that we bought
another one this year.”
– J. Hooper, MO

“My medium coop arrived in a nice sturdy crate
mostly pre-assembled. Easy to assemble...took
me less than 30 minutes. Quality construction,
not that cheap stuff other companies use.
Highly recommend the OverEZ chicken coop!”
– B. Williams, CA

“I have had my OverEZ coop for years and
love it. My 16 chickens are very comfortable
in it. I love how easy it is to clean, and
gathering eggs is a breeze. It has done well
in both summer/winter here in Nebraska.”
– D. Lewis, NE

